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Format of the Research Paper

• Leave a margin of at least one inch at the top, bottom, left, and right of every page.  
• Double space after every line in the paper and References page. (p. 229)  
• Indent the first line of every paragraph at about 5-7 spaces. (p. 229)  
• Place page headers at the top right of each page of your document, including the title page. The header should include the first 2 or 3 words of the title of your paper followed by the page number. (p. 230) Formal papers may require a Running head, a longer abbreviation of the title in all capital letters aligned left in the header.  
• References – list on a separate page with the heading References centered at the top of the page. Double space all entries, with the first line of the reference at the left margin and the remainder of the citation indented. (p. 37)

Paraphrases and Quotations (p. 170…)

Any time information is used from one of your sources in a paraphrase or summary, indicate where the information can be found with a citation in the text of your paper. The in-text citation is in parentheses and will include the author’s last name and year of publication, separated by a comma. If the author’s name is used in the sentence, do not include it again in parentheses. If a direct quote is used in your paper, include in your citation the author, year of publication, and page number in parentheses immediately after the quotation. A quotation of more than forty words should be left free standing with no quotation marks and all lines should be indented.

In-text citation for Paraphrase (p. 174-178)

Individual author:  
In a recent study of reaction times (Walker, 2000) or Walker (2000) in a study of reaction times....

Multiple authors:  
For the first occurrence of the reference, list all of the authors (3-5 authors)  
Wasserstein, Zappula, Rosen, Gerstman, and Rock (1994) found…

After the first occurrence, or for six or more authors, use the first author’s name followed by et al.
Wasserstein et al. (1994) found…

**Group/corporate author:**
According to the report (American Psychological Association, 2000)

*If there is no author for the source *(p. 176)*, you should include the first two words of the title in quotation marks for an article or in italics for a book.*

In a recent study of college students (“Study Finds,” 2006)

**In-text citation for Direct Quote: (p. 171-173)**
She stated, "The `placebo effect'…disappeared when behaviors were studied in this manner"
(Miele, 1993, p. 276), but she did not clarify which behaviors were studied.

**References**
This page should be called References, with the heading centered at the top of the page. The following list gives examples of references from several common types of sources. *(p. 180… ).*

**Journal Article - One Author (no DOI) (p. 199)**

**Journal Article – Two to Seven Authors (with DOI) (p. 198)**

**Journal Article – More than Seven authors (p. 198)**
Gilbert, D.G., McClernon, J.F., Rabinovich, N.E., Sugai, C., Plath, L.C., Asgaard, G., …Botros, N. *(include first six authors, then give the last listed author after elipses)*
Newspaper Article (p. 200)

Work Discussed in a Secondary Source (p. 178)
In the References list, cite the secondary source (the book or article you are reading and using) as you normally would. In the text, name the original work and give a citation for the secondary source: Seidenberg and McClelland’s study (as cited in Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993)… So, in your References list, you would cite Coltheart, but not Seidenberg and McClelland.

Book (p. 203)

Book – Group or Corporate Author (p. 203)

Chapter in an Edited Book (p. 202)
Encyclopedia or Dictionary (p. 204-205)


Book, no author or editor (p. 203)


Legal Source (Court Case) (p. 217)


Non-Paper Resources

Citing Television (p. 209-210)


Video (p. 209)


Personal Communications (p. 179)

Letters, memos, blogs, interviews and emails are only cited within the text of your paper because they do not provide published, recoverable data for your reader. Include an in-text citation as you normally would, including the phrase “personal communication” and as exact a date as possible for the communication.

(Otis, personal communication, August 12, 2007)
Electronic Resources and the Web
• References to internet-only resources may not have every element of a print-based citation. Include as much information as you can find, in the order specified by the format.
• Whenever possible, include a URL that links directly to the content used.
• When including a URL that takes up two lines, break after a slash or before a period.

To cite online resources, follow this simple pattern: (items in bold are actually inserted.) Author. (Date). Title of work, Retrieved from http:// path to the item.

You may add a format note [Electronic Version], [NetLibrary Version] if the item was originally published in a different format.

Author - person or group that authored a site. – American Psychological Association, Al Gore....
Date - date that that item was posted or created, listed after the author
Title - What is listed at the header of the page
Path to the item - The web address that one would type in to find the site or page

Electronic Book (p. 203)


Online Journal Article (no DOI) (p. 199)

Entry in an online Reference Book (p. 205)


Page or Article on a Website, group or corporate author (p. 205)


U.S. Government Report Online, no date (p. 205)